
France's Pharaonic Fascination

NAPOLEON
IN EGYPT

Napoleon's Egyptian campaign might have been a military
failure, but it was a victory for history. French scholars

sent to study Egypt were captivated by its rich culture and
kicked off a period of "Egyptom ania" in Europe.
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GL&RY *F SGYPT
The fantastic frontispiece from the second edition of the
Description of Egypt is just one of the many breathtaking
illustrations produced by the Egyptian expedition.
Opposite: During the expedition, the Rosetta Stone was
discovered by the French but later seized by the British.
It is now in the British Museum, London.
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MOHUMENTATVIEW DESCRIPTION OT EGYPT VOLUiVIE 1,1809

y the end ofthe r8th century, France

wantedto conquer Egypt. At war with
Britain, France sought to disrupt its
enemy's dominance of the seas andits
trade routes with lndia; taking con-

trol of Egypt would give France a foothold from
whichto expandin the Mediterranean. An am-
bitious Corsican general, Napoleon Bonaparte

was givencommand of the mission. Already re-
nowned for his campaigrrs in Ita1y, Napoleon 1ed

French forces to Egypt in t79B to fight against

the local rulers. Known as the Mamluks, they
controlled the North African territory, which
was then part of the Ottoman Empire.

\Mhi1e the expedition's chief aim was martial,
it had a secondary purpose: to collect scientific
and historical information about Egypt, which
many in France believed was an ancient civili-
zation equivalent to classical Greece and Rome.

Along with 35,ooo soldiers, more than r6o
scholars and artists traveled to Egypt in rZgB.

Officialiy known as the Commission of the Sci-

ences and Arts of Egypt, this group would end

up making a greater contribution to history
than the French fighting forces. Their care-
fu1 work, carried out over many years, would
give birth to the field of Egyptology in Europe

and reveai to the world the history of the grand

civilization that had ruled along the Nile for
millennia.
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Soldiers and Scholars
In earlyJuly rz9B, the French fleet landed near
Alexandria and easily captured it. Irench troops
advanced on Cairo and took the city onJr_rly zr,
after winning the Battle of the Pvramids, also
called the Battle of Embabeh. Despite these ini-
tial victories, the military mission began to flag.
France did not have enough men to establish
sufficient garrisons, which limited its military
presence to the capital city and certain areas of
tl-re Nile Delta. British naval forces were lurking
.-.ttshore in the Mediterranean and succeeded in
.inking the French fleet stationed offthe coast
:i Egypt in August. Napoleon and his forces
- -ere effectivelv stranded. The land campaigns
--ontinued with some success, but Napoieon
: so hadto suppress 1oca1revolts andlosses of
::en not only to battle but also disease.

1n r799 Bonaparte decided that Egypt held
-:orhing more for him and returned to france,
,rar.ing his men under the command of Generai
. ean-Baptiste Kleber. K1eber scored a few victo-
ries before his death inJune r8oo. His successor,
Ge neral Jacques-Franqois de Menou, taced in-
surrections in Cairo and attacks trom the British
that ultimately forced him to sign a capitula-
tion in Alexandria in September r B o r. A11 French
troops were allowed to evacuate to Europe.

Scientific Successes
ln stark contrast to the failure of the military
n-rission, the scientific expedition was enjoying
-remendous success. Led by two veteran schol-
:.rs 

-mathematician Gaspard Monge and chem-
st Claude-Louis Berthollet (who both served
ith Napoleon in ltaly)-its many participants

-ere at the beginning of their careers.InAugust
-98 the Institute of Egypt was formally orga-

- -zed in Cairo; Monge was elected its president,
. rd Napoleon, vice president. The institute was
-ganized into four sections: mathematics, 1it-

: - :.ture and fine arts, natural history and physics,
.:dpolitical economics. The institute's founding

, -'- stated it was not only to research the nature,
: --Jnomics, and history of Egypt, but also to con-
- :ute to advancingthe principles ofthe EnLight-

: -.nert in Egypt and to assist its government.
\t first, French scholars were posted to the

- >titute's Cairo headquarters, but others
-_:an to travel around the country to fulfill
'.ir duties. One member, Dominique-Vivant
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Mapping tlte P.yromids
ln the chapter on the Great Pyramids at Giza in the Description of Egypt, the engineer-geographer Edme-
Frangois Jomard wrote: "Each of the Great Pyramids covers or hides a space so vast that it is impossible at
first sight to figure out precisely its respective location. A topographrcal plan [pictured on this page], raised
geometrically, was therefore indispensable for an exact and faithf ul description of the site. Colonel Jacotin took
charge of this task, and I supported him by measuring the sides and heights of the pyramids, as well as the
monument to the east and the immense road leading to the third pyramid (the one covered with granite)." i
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Denon, was an aristocrat and diplomat as well
as a writer of libertine novels and an accom-
plished visual artist. While in France, he had
been a regular at the parlors ofJos6phine de
Beauharnais, the woman who would become
Napoleon's first wife. After Napoleon con-
vinced him to join the Egyptian expedition,
Denon accompanied Generai Desaix to Upper
Egypt where he sketched and collected data on
numerous pharaonic monuments inthe region.
When Napoleon slippedback to Paris tn77gg,
Denon went back with him and began to work
on a book of his Egyptian adventures.

In r8oz Denonpublished TravelsinLower and
Upper Egypt, which became a runaway success.
His lively prose mixed the narrative of a mili-
tary campaign with descriptions of mysterious
ancient sites in a faraway land. Denon's illus-
trations were remarkable for their time. Trov-
els in Lower and Upper Egypt contained more
illustrations than any other book before it.
While there was no precedent for the number,
size, and quality of his works, there was also no
precedent in terms of the subject matter. The
Egyptian monuments he drew-the Colossi
of Memnon, the Temple of Hathor, and the
Sphinx of Giza-had never been seen in such
detail. Their beauty and distinction captivated
France, and audiences were hungry for more.

Denon dedicated his work to Napoleon, and
the booktransformedlocal opinion. Napoieon
went from being associated with the failure of
a military campaign to the leader who exposed
the might and grandeur of ancient Egypt, a civi-
lization as influential as classical Greece and
Rome. Denon became director of the Central
Museum of the Arts (the future Louvre Mu-
seum) and had all manner of luxury objects
designed from the drawings he had brought
from Egypt. Tableware, furniture, walipaper,
and other items were decorated with sphinxes,
obelisks or palms, exotic images that served as

propaganda for Napoleon.

British Wins, French Losses
After Denon's return from Upper Egypt intTgg,
Napoleon sent more scholars to the region for
more investigation of Egyptian antiquities. De-
spite the military turmoil, the French scholars
were able to work in relative safetybecause they
were escorted to each monument and guarded
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during their examinations. The researchers
took numerous notes, collected various arti-
facts, and made careful observations and de-
tailed measurements.

After returning to Cairo, they had hoped to
embark immediately for France with their co1-

lection, as Napoleon had ordered before leav-
ingthe country. But the French surrender to the
British changed circumstances: British com-
manders demanded that the French hand over
a1I the antiquities the commis sion had collected,
includinganinscribedblack stone stelafoundby
French soldiers in Rashid inJune rzgg. Although
it looked rather unassuming, the appearance of
hieroglyphic, demotic, and Greek inscriptions
on it were intriguing. The French were forced
to give it up (along with everything else), and
that is how the famous Rosetta Stone and other
Egyptian treasures ended up in British hands.

The commission successfully fought to keep

their documentation. French naturalist Etienne
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire threatened to burn ev-
erythingbefore givingit to the British. As part
of his threat, he compared the potential con-
flagration to be the equal ofthe loss ofthe great
Library of Alexandria. His gambit worked: The
British relented and allowed the French to keep

their notes.

A Colossal Publication
A few months after the return of the expedi-
tionaries to France, Napoleon ordered that the
investigations of the commlssion of scholars
in Egypt be published in a large printed work. It
was a massive undertaking, one that would take
years to complete. The resulting multivolume
work would feed the French appetite for ancient
Egypt, begunby Denon's book.

By r8og there were 36 people involved in
writing the work and as many as one hundred
engravers involved in creating illustrations. The
plancalled for nearly goo copper plates contain-
ing more than 3,ooo figures. Geographer Edme-
Franqois Jomard was one of the project managers

of the massive work and 1ed the committee in
charge of assigning topics, receiving drafts, and
editing them. The committee also made sure
that the text coordinated with the images being
created specially for the volume. The system did
not differ all that much from todav's academic
journals.
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The publishers had hoped the work would
be published a1I at the same time, but Napo-
1eon, already crowned emperor, was growing
impatient. To appease him, they decided to
start serially publishing in separate volumes in
rBo9. The Description of Egypt, or a Collection

of Observations andReseorchThatWas Made in

Egypt During the Expedition of the French Army,

Publishedby Orders of His Majesty the Emperor

Napoleon the Greot comprises zz volumes:nine
books oftext and r3 ofplates, illustrations, and

maps. Volumes began publishing and contin-
ued even after Napoleonwas out of power. Af-
ter the reinstatement of the monarchy in rBt4,
King Louis XVIII decided to continue work on
the publication because it was an obvious badge

of French national pride. The team would fin-
ish the entire set of works in rBzB, after the
publication of the maps, which were iast to be
published because they had once been consid-
ered top secret by the government.

Joseph Fourier's preface framed ancient
Egypt as a cradle of civilization (a fairly new
concept, conceived at the end ofthe rBth cen-
tury) where the pyramids rose, the great Greek
thinkers had studied, and the great Alexander
had ruled. But he also wrote:"This country,
which has transmitted its knowledge to so

many nations, is currently mired in barbarism,"

hence the supposed need for the French con-
quest that was intended- so it was affirmed-
to return to Egypt the benefits of a civilization
that it had itself created.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The contents of the Description of Egypt are

divided into three major sections: antiquities,
natural history, and the modern state, with
volumes of text and images for each. More
than half the work is devoted to the past and
shows how the untold history of the pharaohs

had captured the imagination of the schol-
ars. Their fledgling historical interpretations
were hindered by the inability to understand
hieroglyphs, which prevented the creation of
a chronological presentation. The first two
volumes were organized geographically, from
south to north, from the island of Philae in
Upper Egypt to the Nile Delta. In the third
and fourth volumes, articles were organized
by theme. Scholars attempted to compare the
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TITTE PAGE FROM THE HRST VOLUME OF THE DESCRIPTION

OF EGYPT\\Og
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narratives of classical authors with the remains

of Egypt's still visible monuments.
For many modern scholars, the most endur-

ing value of this work lies in the illustrations,
for their fidelity and aesthetic dimension, ac-

centuated by their enormous size. They mark
the start of academic archaeology in the NiIe
Valley. The topographical plans are exceptional.

There are plans, elevations, sections, and pre-
cise measurements of monuments. The aim
was to facilitate their study without the need

to travel to Egypt. About zo of the buildings
depicted have since disappeared and all that
remains of their appearance are the figures and

explanations in the Description.
Napoleon's French expedition marked the

turning point when the European public and

academic imaginations became obsessed with
expioration ofancient Egypt. The r799 discov-
ery of the Rosetta Stone led to Jean-Franqois
Champollion's deciphering of hieroglyphics in
the r8zos. His work was the key to a new un-
derstanding of ancient Egyptian civilization, as

scholars couldbetter interpret monuments and

antiquities, Ieading to a more detailed rendering

ofthis colossal ancient power and its people.
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SEE,

SKETCH,
EXPLORE
In many engravings in the
Description of Egypt, the French

scholars literally inserted
themselves in their work. They
depict how they sketched
monuments, took notes,

excavated ancient scu I ptures,

and explored temples. Their
presence helps show the scale

of these objects as well as

saves personal memories of a
great archaeological adventure.

The Island of Philnc
Expedition members stand

between Trajan's Kiosk (right)
and the Temple of lsis.
V DEA..r, ruAGEs

A

Tomb qf Paheri in El Kab

A French scholar draws the statues
in the tomb of a high off icial of the

lBth dynasty.
D AA BJM
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A Giunt I Iancl
French workers prepare to relocate
a colossal hand that was once part
oT a masstve grantte statue.
Dra r BLu

The Great Pyramid >

Architect Jacques-Marie Le Pere
observes a worker from the fooi of a
ladder in the Great Pyramid of Khufu.
R]VN.GRAND PAIA S


